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Abstract
The paper deals with the part project activities for popularisation of science and technology focused on popularisation and technology education. The accent put on information technology and internet sources blocked the impact of printed media. There is described the strategy of medial effects and transferring of knowledge through educational posters focused on the project Windows of Science Wide Open. CZ 1.07/2.3.00/45.0004. Educational posters present scientific subjects in integrating knowledge of various subjects of science and technologies. This form of medial impact had positive reactions among pupils and teachers of primary and secondary schools and we recommend their other use within projects.
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Introduction
Decrease of the interest of technical and natural science subjects is a very current issue. Technicians and technologists are very strategic capital for a national economy development. The first stage for the interest increase in technical subjects and science is a popularisation of technology and sciences. The popularization has an impact on pupils ‘motivation and on higher interest on natural and technical subjects – at school as well as during consideration of professional use. This activity is necessary to follow because it influences the company climate for the support of science in general. The human development is a long-time process and our Department of Technical and Vocational Education was placed into the task to realize the Key Project Activity within the project “Education for competitiveness – Cooperation of primary schools with the Faculty of Pedagogy and the Faculty of Natural Sciences in the field of technological education”.

The target of the project was to positive influence and change the trend of decreasing number of students of natural science and technical subjects by the activities that motivate leaders for the education of technologies. If we take the pupils ‘knowledge into account (stated in researches PISA, TIMSS and Mc Kin-
sey), the popularisation is necessary for sustainability and development of economy. The general target of the project is to show and describe science to young people using simple and effective form – physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology as well as craft and science fields.

Nowadays, popularisation of the science has a specific position. Topics of science has to engage, inspire and lead participants to the deeper thinking. The problem is facilitation, idealization and limitedness of deeper knowledge.

Liessman [2006] writes: “Knowing becomes neither central nor marginal part of the entertainment industry…” “Knowing manifests itself as being able to astonish. It is amazing, what exists and how things work and are made. Most TV scientific channels are dedicated to technologies. The programmes are successful because they allow for the main motivation of knowledge – curiosity. From the beginning of modern times, curiosity, curiositas, belongs to the most important propelling forces of the knowledge process. At the same time it was always suspected that it is interested in any individual, extraordinary and not useful objects and it overlooks essential connections of the truth. Ludwig Wittgenstein [1989] called “a superficial curiosity to the newest scientific discoveries as one of the most condemnable desires of a modern human being. There is no popular scientific programme that could satisfy this most condemnable desire”. We realize the fact that in last years there were a lot of teaching centres in our regions having a main goal to popularize technology. These activities are very useful. This popularization is not every time effective for transferring knowledge. Information has to offer not only superficial amusing nature but also to offer and lead pupils to see presented events in connections. The teaching of events must lead to the situation where the presented event is expanded in the task, calculation or own realization.

Popularisers set out on the way of “medial influencing”, nevertheless there is necessary to set the suitable atmosphere of “secrets discovering” and adventures of knowledge with suitable methods in these popularization programmes.

**Concrete Outputs and Targets of the key Project Activity**

We built up the experimental workroom – laboratory supporting research oriented education, workroom for technology education and education of crafts and physical experiments with materials. Another workplace is for building up the measuring and robotic workplace for physics, chemistry, biology and technical subjects.

We ensured the Technological Day or Creative Day with educational programme in Laboratory I – for interested primary school pupils.

We ensured the Measuring among Us or The Day with Robot by educational programmes in Laboratory II – for pupils and teachers.
Realization of educational posters

Due to our consideration of being necessary to create values that could serve to basic schools for many years we decided to create the set of educational posters that should influence technology perception and technological subjects. From the practice at primary and secondary schools, we found the demand for materials that would decorate special classrooms i.e. workrooms or rooms for physics. The project provided us by financial means to pay a professional graphic artist.

We used this opportunity of graphical processing by a professional. The professional was Zdeněk Abendroth – Abe art. This realization could be done within the project Windows of Science Wide Open. CZ 1.07/2.3.00/45.0004.

It was necessary to set main technological topics. We decided that the educational clips must cover topics of technological innovations, modern technologies, physical principles, technology development and also a medial presentation of the project and social cultural aspects of modern technologies. For effective education, there is necessary to enable an integration of knowledge from various subjects within each topic. The demonstration of some posters is illustrated in the Fig. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Educational poster advertising the project
Fig. 2. Ship propulsions

Fig. 3. Shape memory alloys

Fig. 4. Dendrochronology

Fig 5. Social cultural impact of IT
Materials SMA are a progressive topic where we can present the wide range of knowledge – from crystalline structures to individual technological applications, see Fig. 3.

The principal informative topic suitable for education is a dendrochronology. With this topic, there is possible to present a positive impact of astronomy and a Sun observing on the other scientific subjects. We completed the education by the demonstration of work with a bucket auger and by a year growth measuring at the sample. This topic enables to open the problem of subjects using dendrochronology – see Fig. 4. For the education and popularization being complete, we realized the poster pointing out the social cultural connections – among craft, art work and passive accepting of information from tablets – see Fig. 5. The author of the visual artefact is the author of this paper. Photographs and graphical processing was done by Zdeněk Abendroth.

Conclusion
On the base of our experience, we recommend to supplement projects popularising science and technologies by educational posters. This media enables long-time effect on pupils and it influences the school environment and it serves to the aesthetical aspect of schools too. We find to be necessary to create conditions for graphical propagation within projects. The support of education with posters is the way how to effectively influence a pupils’ and a public perception of technological subjects.
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